I-242 Todd Landers

SPEAKER SLIP
NEWLAND SIERRA
DRAFT ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT REPORT (EIR)
PUBLIC REVIEW MEETING

July 18, 2017

PLEASE PRINT LEGIBLY

NAME: Todd Landers
First: Last

ADDRESS: 7120 Walnut Lane, Vista
Number: Street: City
CA 92084
State: Zip: Telephone
760-271-3823

Email address: tlandersusa@gmail.com

* SPRINTER STATION IS NOT DISCUSSED
* AS PART OF BUENA CREEKstück
* Interceptor

* BUENA CREEK IS CURRENTLY A 2C ROAD CURRENTLY OPERATING @ 1/2 CAPACITY, HOWEVER BUENA CREEK IS NOT LISTED AS SIGNIFICANTLY IMPACTED - PLEASE EXPLAIN HOW NEWLAND ADDRESSES THIS ISSUE
INTENTIONALLY LEFT BLANK